Class #19: The Radical Model

Discussion Questions for Class on October 31, 2013

Related Readings: Hunter and Milofsky, Ch. 5

Because writing assignments are meant to prepare you for class discussions, you must post a draft question on the Moodle Forum for this date if you want your submission to count. After posting a draft, you must revise and resubmit your final response for a grade by the following Sunday night. In the case of questions posted below, the final draft of your question is due by the end of the day on Sunday, November 3. Include your name, the full question number, and the text of the question on both your draft and final submissions.

19-1. Why does the presumption that society is organized around a class cleavage mean that the market model is inaccurate and inappropriate for understanding society?

19-2. Why from the radical perspective do human services exist?

19-3. What evidence can you give that the way the radical model depicts human services in American society accurately describes those services?